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Location



Campus town

Historic centre

Mayor from the 
“Green party”

Situation of Tuebingen



Dynamic Organic Tuebingen

Structure: 

Small / medium sized shops

Conventional markets with 
growing range of organic 
products



Dynamic Organic Tuebingen

Actual Development:

Large organic supermarket opening in 
2007

Conventional retailers strengthen their 
regional & organic competencies



Dynamic Organic Tuebingen

General Trend:

Professionalization

Conventionalization



Why support small / medium 
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Fit to historic traditional / regional grown structures
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Provide diverse and special services

Consultancy Service
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Maintain agricultural diversity in the region



Project Process

Aim: Find the factors influencing the shops and optimize them
Methods:
Undercover Observation in the shops
Interview with shopkeepers (semi - structured qualitative)
Self- completion consumer questionnaire (quantitative)
SWOT- Analysis
Steps: structuring and filtering influencing factors
Provision of recommendations



Results

Management Marketing

Optimistic potential for all analysed shops



Management

Shopkeepers fail to realize
their situation:                            
Strength & Weakness

Professional consultancy
helps to keep the cycle
flowing

Plan

DecisionAction

Reflection



Marketing

Respond on customer expectation & focus on 
customer satisfaction



“ Book for customers‘ wishes “



Respond on customer expectation & focus on 
customer satisfaction

Be aware for the necessity to improve appearance
and advertisement

Marketing
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Market niches

Offer organic meal
in the shop



Respond on customer expectation & focus on 
customer satisfaction

Be aware for the necessity to improve appearance
and advertisement

Improve ongoing basic self-knowledge & 
provide well-organized information

Be aware of market niches and improve services
Highlight and increase local and regional products

Marketing



„Go“ for local and regional products

Local
Regional



Future Perspectives

How to improve awareness of shopkeepers?



Daily Journal: Schwäbisches Tagblatt
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Could networks of smaller shops be a solution?



Network creation

(www.muenchen.de/.../_de/rubriken/Rathaus/70_rgu/04_vorsorge_schutz/biostadt/pdf/netzwerk_naturkostlaeden.pdf)



Future Perspectives

How to improve awareness of shopkeepers?

How to make advisory services available and 
affordable?

Could networks of smaller shops be a solution?

How to increase the awareness for the important role
of the small / medium sized shops?



Thank you for your attention!

Castle University of Hohenheim

http://www.uni-hohenheim.de/intern/marketing/gallery/index.php?Qwd=./Schloss&Qif=Blauer Saal01.jpg&Qiv=thumbs&Qis=M


Our invitation

According to IFOAMs credo

Uniting the Organic world

Cooperate with us!

Use our student consultancy! 
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